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The Bull Pen

SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 2018

'Surge Of Power: Revenge Of The Sequel' DVD Review

Surge is a gay superhero. Creator Vincent J. Roth plays surge the gay, caped
superhero. You really have to sit back and ask yourself do we need a gay
superhero? The answer is yes. It’s about time that the gay community has a
superhero all to themselves. We sit and contemplate the impact that a gay
superhero has, and just to be honest there really isn’t anything wrong with the
idea. You must simply think in terms of the fact that Surge is a superhero and he
is there to offer aide to any and all who need it. 
 

Our story opens with Surge's nemesis Metal Master being released from jail.
Now, metal master is trying to get back together with his parents. He is very
tempted to continue living the life of crime. Auger sends metal master to Las
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Posted by Christopher Granger at 8:55 AM 

Vegas to retrieve some crystals with mysterious powers. Surge realizes he is
going to need more powers and has to turn on the artificial intelligence located
in the surge mobile. Back in the city Auger steps out and must be contained.
Omen becomes alerted to Auger staying in the city and alerts the council which
is only bent on world domination. Surge soon realizes that he is facing some
serious enemies more than he ever has done before. What makes this so great
is that so great is that surge must protect mankind. Something that is not going
to be easy to do. 

 

Surge of Power Enterprises and Indie Rights is bringing this wonderful story of
our first gay superhero to DVD. The quality of the DVD is excellent and the
sights and sounds are perfect. This is a wonderful show with co-stars Nichelle
Nichols, Robert Picardo, Bruce Vilanch, Shannon Farnon, Eric Roberts, Linda
Blair, Gil Gerard, and Lou Ferrigno. So don’t waste any time get this one
because it will definitely add to that personal library.
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Surge Of Power: Revenge Of The Sequel, DVD Review 
Surge is a gay superhero. Creator Vincent J. Roth plays surge the
gay, caped superhero. You really have to sit back and ask yourself do
we need a gay superhero and the answer is yes. It’s about time for
once that the gay community has a superhero all to the...
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